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THE WORLD’S MOST INTELLIGENT VIDEO SURVEILLANCE INCREASES ITS IQ 
iOmniscient Announces the Launch of IQ-Infinity 

iOmniscient, providers of the World’s most Intelligent Video Surveillance products have incorporated both 
their Internationally Patented Non-Motion Detection (NMD) with their highly advanced Video Motion 
Detection (VMD). The outcome is IQ-Infinity; the most comprehensive Intelligent Video Surveillance 
application in the World. 

The launch of IQ-Infinity will officially take place at ISC West in Las Vegas in early April. The convergence of 
NMD with VMD gives IQ-Infinity the full range of iOmniscient’s detection capabilities, of which many are only 
available from iOmniscient. Some of these capabilities include Abandoned Object Detection in a Crowd, 
Theft Detection in a Crowd, Graffiti and Vandalism Detection in a Crowd, Crowd and Traffic Management, 
Perimeter Protection and Intruder Detection and Counting, as well as complex Behavior Analysis and 
Tracking. 

Dr. Rustom Kanga, CEO of iOmniscient had this to say about the current position of iOmniscient: 

“These are very exciting times for iOmniscient. ISC West will see the launch of a lot of time effort in IQ-
Infinity, as well as the launch of yet another World First, IQ-Hawk. We will also be announcing the release of 
IQ-Implant, an embedded version of our unique software. 
Our highly committed Development Team has been working very hard over the last few months which is why 
we can and will continue to provide revolutionary World First solutions, much more advanced than anything 
else available in the industry.” 

iOmniscient has been recognized as the leader in Intelligent Video Surveillance having won major Security 
Industry Awards in the UK, Europe, USA, Asia and Australia. iOmniscient’s Non Motion Detection (NMD) 
products are the only products on Earth that can accurately operate in crowded scenes despite heavy motion 
and obscuration and is revolutionizing the way in which surveillance is being performed globally. 
Based on Artificial Intelligence, iOmniscient’s range of intelligent video analysis software has been 
implemented at many sites around the world. 
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If you’d like more information about these topics, or to schedule an interview with Dr. Rustom Kanga please 
call Mathew Bertram on +61 2 9411 7667 or email mathew@iomniscient.com 
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